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As showcase one can use the announcement of Jimmy Wales,
the founder of Wikipedia, to introduce editors in Wikipedia
to check the credibility of content before articles are published. Especially the credibility of user generated content
like blogs, news groups etc. is questionable. Credibility is
defined in [8] as the ability to inspire belief or trust and
as information accuracy and veracity[12]. According to the
Stanford Guidelines for Web Credibility1 one should make it
easy to verify the accuracy of the information on Web sites.
User studies showed[4] that users judge a Web site credible
primarily based on structural and author specific elements.
Note that in contrast to standard Web sites, people can be
less controlled and are even harder to trace in the blogosphere[1] and other Web2.0 applications. A blogger, for example, is only identified by the username, often nicknames,
with no meaning. Because all blogs share a similar structure
- the most important are title, date, and content - structural
information is less significant for credibility analysis.
Most work in the field of blog credibility has focused on
trust and reputation networks [6, 2, 17] motivated by Web
site authority ranking. Kleinberg [11] and Page et al. [16] developed a ranking mechanism for Web search engines based
on the idea of citation networks [22]. Citations in scientific
papers are clearly a measure of credibility because published
papers are reviewed and therefore no artificial papers exist
to boost the citation count. But citation networks on the
Web can be spammed and consequently loose their credibility if not validated. A popular example for this technique
of spamming a citation network on the Web are linkfarms.
Linkfarms are an accumulation of Web sites or domains and
are used to link as many hyperlinks as possible to another
Web site. Linkfarms are used to manipulate search engines
ranking techniques. A popular example of this is the Google
PageRank algorithm [14]. The PageRank algorithm ranks
the relevance of a Web site by the quality and quantity of
the sites that link to it. In PageRank each Web page has
a measure of authority, the authority of a page is proportional to the sum of the authority scores of pages linking
to it. Early versions of the PageRank algorithm have been
sensible to link spamming what has been exploited. Nowadays, Google uses about 200 signals to rank search results2 .
Of course content based source are also spammable but link
spamming is harder to detect as it can boost the ranking
of the target pages without changing the content. Because
each source for credibility assessment can be influenced by

People use weblogs to express thoughts, present ideas and
share knowledge. However, weblogs can also be misused to
influence and manipulate the readers. Therefore the credibility of a blog has to be validated before the available information is used for analysis. The credibility of a blogentry
is derived from the content, the credibility of the author or
blog itself, respectively, and the external references or trackbacks. In this work we introduce an additional dimension
to assess the credibility, namely the quantity structure. For
our blog analysis system we derive the credibility therefore
from two dimensions. Firstly, the quantity structure of a set
of blogs and a reference corpus is compared and secondly, we
analyse each separate blog content and examine the similarity with a verified news corpus. From the content similarity
values we derive a ranking function. Our evaluation showed
that one can sort out incredible blogs by quantity structure
without deeper analysis. Besides, the content based ranking
function sorts the blogs by credibility with high accuracy.
Our blog analysis system is therefore capable of providing
credibility levels per blog.
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INTRODUCTION

A Web site has to be credible in order to ensure that
the provided information and services are credible. Due to
insufficient Web content quality control mechanisms, information on Web sites is often not correct or even misleading.
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articles. With the credibility ranking process we provide
additional information to identify the credibility level. The
particular components of the blog analysis system are described in more detail in the next sections.

a spammer, we therefore recommend especially for Web 2.0
applications and blogs to always take at least two sources
into account for credibility assessment. For a spammer it
is disproportionate harder to influence two or more parameters.
For credibility assessment in blogs one has also to consider
a special type of spamming, namely Splogs (Spam Blogs).
These blogs are artificially created and used to promote associated sites to boost the search engine rankings of those
target sites. The content of Splogs is often automatically
copied from popular news portals and enriched with links
to the target site. This technique improves thereby the authority of the page. Splogs are very hard to distinguish from
credible blogs and news portals.
The blogosphere presents an opportunity for us to understand the influence of certain news to the public and their
propagation by analysing unsolicited feedback[5] in blogs. In
our project for the Austrian Press Agency(APA)3 we developed a system to analyse and visualise blogs over different
languages. The aim of the blog analysis system is to illustrate the language specific trends of a topic discussed in
blogs over time. For deeper analysis of these trends it is
necessary to distinguish between highly credible and gossip
blogs. But how can we distinguish between gossip and credible information in our blogs? Respectively, can we provide
an automatic credibility level to the user by analysis the
information and content in blogs?
Unfortunately we are limited to credibility assessment from
content and temporal distribution only, due to the data nature of our project. As discussed earlier structural information as in [21] cannot be used because our blog selection strategy sorts out clearly incredible blogs like “advertise
blogs” before we start the credibility analysis. Author information is currently not available. Also, network analysis
based on trackbacks is meaningless due to the small number
of links inbetween our blogs. On the other hand the amount
of blogs processed for APA is too big for manual credibility
assessment. However we benefit from the fact that we can
access a validated reference news corpus. For our blog analysis system we derive the credibility from two dimensions:
firstly, the quantity structure of blog entries, and secondly,
the content of the entries. We compare statistical properties of the quantity structure and blog content with the
appropriate properties of a reference news corpus. Based on
these properties we then rank the blogs with three different
credibility values: “1” as “highly credible”, “2” as “average
credible” or “unspecified” and “3” as “little credible”. In this
context we refer to “little credible” as gossip.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the overall system in which the credibility assessment is embedded. Then Section 2.3 introduces our
credibility level extraction process and methodology. The
building blocks and their evaluations are then outlined in
Section 3 and 4, before we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2.

2.1 Blog Crawling and Mining
Our blog crawling application is based on a high performance web miner [10]. The current blog crawler extends
the Web miner with incremental blog load and parse functionality. Our blog parser uses relative XPath queries as
outlined in [13]. The parser works top down. Firstly, the
section with blog entries is extracted and the content of irrelevant sections, like blog archive or blog navigation items,
is cut off. Secondly, the separate blog entries are extracted
from the content section. Finally, the relevant information of
each remaining single blog entry is extracted. Therefore we
transform the unstructured content into a structured blog
entry and prepare the content for text mining. The extracted features are title, date, author, content, language,
tags and permanent link. The blog entries are then indexed
with Apache Lucene4 , a high-performance, full-featured text
search engine library.

German
Wikipedia

FR
Query

English
Wikipedia

French
Wikipedia

Figure 1: Query translation with Wikipedia.

The blog mining unit is capable of retrieving blog entries
of different languages according to a German query. The
applied methodology for crosslanguage retrieval is based on
Wikipedia statistics as outlined in [9]. The workflow for
query translation used in the blog mining system is shown
in Figure 1. Our primary data source is the German APA
news corpus, so the query language is restricted to German.
Each query is used to search in the German Wikipedia index.
From the top fifty result documents we extract the linked
Wikipedia articles for each target language (English, French,
Spanish and Italian). The result of this extraction step is
a set of relevant articles in every language. These articles
are then used to extract the statistically most significant
terms for each language. The term weights are computed
by methods from pseudo relevance feedback and query reconstruction. Based on these weights we take the top terms
whose weights are at least 85% of the weight of the most relevant term. Usually this leads to 5-10 query terms for each
language specific blog index. Because person names do not
have to be translated they are directly used as query terms
in each blog index.

BLOG ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The blog analysis system consists of three main parts, a
blog crawling and mining unit, a blog trend visualisation and
the proposed blog credibility ranking process. Within the
blog analysis system it is possible to formulate search queries
and visually analyse the result sets of blog entries and news
3
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2.3 Credibility Ranking Process

2.2 Blog Trend Visualisation
5

The blog credibility ranking procedure starts with a search
query in the verified APA news article repository and in the
blog repository. We use the query results from the news
corpus as a basis for computation and alignment of the blog
entries for credibility ranking. Unfortunately the news articles are only available in German and therefore our credibility ranking process is currently restricted to German. The
process of blog credibility ranking is shown in Figure 4.
German Query

The blog analysis visualisation is part of the APA Labs
framework. Within the APA Labs it is possible to search
the news article repository, to navigate search result lists
and to visually analyse search query results and article content [15]. The blog analysis module extends the APA Labs
framework with a search in international blogs. The blog
analysis visualisation depicts news articles and blog entries
over a defined time period on a time axis. Clicking an icon
in the visualisation either directly opens the according blog
entry in a separate browser window or fetches the corresponding news articles from the news repository. The aim
of the blog analysis visualisation is to illustrate the language
specific distribution of topics discussed in blogs over time.
The German news articles serve as a baseline to compare the
quantity structure of a topic in the news and the blog world.
In Figure 2 an example of the blog analysis visualisation is
given. Because the visualisation points out the diffusion of
a topic of interest over time it serves as a starting point for
in-depth qualitative analyses.

NEWS

# articles

APA articles

BLOGS

Blog entries

time

Mean + Variance

12

n

co
s

blogs

Figure 4: General process of blog credibility ranking.

Figure 2: Example of the blog analysis visualisation.

A German query serves as input to search in the APA
news repository and in the blog index. Both modules output
documents in German language. These documents are then
subject to a two-stage process. Firstly, a quantity structure
analysis and filtering step based on a timewarping procedure and correlation coefficient calculation is performed (see
Section3). Secondly, a content similarity evaluation provides
a credibility ranking (see Section 4).

The blog analysis visualisation will be extended with the
credibility ranking information extracted according to the
process as outlined in Section 2.3. The current mock up, as
shown in Figure 3, denotes “1” as “highly credible”, “2” as
“average credible” or “unspecified” and “3” as “little credible”
or “gossip” with a small number next to each blog entry.

3. TIME WARPED CORRELATION
Observations of the temporal distribution of news articles
and blog entries over time, as shown in Figure 5 and 6,
revealed a correlation between these two medias. On closer
examination, the time series of blog entries and news articles
to a search query revealed a strong correlation only when the
quality of the blogs is high. The quality is high when the
blogs are not spammed with advertising or meaningless blog
posts.

Figure 3: Example of blog visualisation with blog
credibility level.
The credibility information will support the analysts to
focus on information from a certain credibility level. This
enables the analysis of trends on a certain credibility or objectivity level. Besides, a comparison of trends over different
levels is possible. Such a comparison is highly applicable for
media resonance analysis. For example, a company is interested in the resonance to their new product. For this it
is highly valuable to get feedback from objective and credible resources like blogs from experts in the field. On the
other hand it might be also interesting how the product is
discussed in gossip blogs to work against baseless rumours.
5

Figure 5: Temporal distribution of the news articles
and the blog entries for search query “Obama”.

www.apa.at/labs
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Figure 6: Temporal distribution of the news articles
and the blog entries for search query “Frankreich”.

One major problem of aligning different corpora over time
is that they usually differ in the amount of items per day.
Also, they are sometimes shifted in time, stretched or compressed. This is shown in Figure 4. For optimal alignment of
the different time series we utilise the dynamic time warping
(DTW) algorithm. This algorithm is often used to determine
time series similarity, classification, and to find corresponding regions between two time series. The standard DTW
algorithm has a quadratic time and space complexity. For
performance reason we implemented a FastDTW based on
the ideas of Fu et al. [3] and an exploitation limit by the
Sakoe-Chiba Band[19] and therefore the algorithm performs
nearly in linear time. From the aligned time series we then
compute the correlation coefficient.
In the context of credibility ranking, this correlation test
filters out blogs with significantly different quantity structure for a certain query in comparance to the validation
corpus. With a “leave one out” technique we compare the
correlation coefficient of the news distribution with the blog
set of interest. Whenever we achieve a significantly higher
coefficient without a blog, this blog is sorted out. The robustness of the correlation coefficient against a constant offset is thereby helpful, because possibly credible blogs with a
constant amount of entries per day do not have an impact on
the correlation coefficient and are therefore not sorted out.
Blogs with actual events shortly after or before the news
papers remain also, due to the time warping. We only sort
blogs out with a negative influence on the correlation and
that are the blogs with a completely different distribution
over time. Figure 7 shows the number of blog entries and
news articles according to 30 different queries in a specific
time period. One can clearly see that there is a very strong
correlation of the quantity structure.
However this process does not filter out blogs with wrong
content at the right time. Therefore another strategy has to
be applied which takes the actual content of blog posts into
account. Our solution for this problem is proposed in the
Section 4.

Figure 7: Quantity structure of different queries.
structure of the blog set and the news corpus.

Figure 8:
queries.

Correlation calculation for different

We evaluated the correlation for 15 person names, 15 location names, and 15 arbitrary query terms. Figure 8 shows
the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of
the correlation between the number of blog entries and number of news articles. The evaluation shows that our strategy
reveals the expected high correlation for this dataset. Also,
the correlation is quite similar for all types of named entities.
Therefore we can use any kind of queries for the correlation
test.

4. CREDIBILITY RANKING
After the correlation filter we end up with a set of blogs
with appropriate quantity structure. This set of blogs is the
basis for deeper content based analysis and credibility ranking. We aim to assign one credibility level per blog based on
content analysis. We analyse the content of the blogs and
measure the similarity with the content of the news articles.
For analysis we take all news articles into consideration that
result from a search query - all articles are relevant. The centroid of the articles in the Vector Space Model[20] is then
taken as a representative for the news corpus. Regarding
the blog entries we have to follow a different strategy because it is not mandatory that all blog posts in a particular
blog relate to the search query. However we want to rank
the whole blog. Therefore we developed and evaluated two
strategies to deal with this problem:

3.1 Evaluation
To ensure a similar performance over different queries we
evaluated the performance of our correlation calculation for
various named entity types. For this we handselected about
40 blogs by popularity, actuality and significance to guarantee that the blogs are active and current. Furthermore, only
blogs dealing with current events were used to guarantee a
high correlation with news articles. Besides, the blogs are
equally distributed over topics and languages. This selection guarantees a very high correlation between the quantity

S1 Only the blog entries relevant to the search query are
used to rank the blog.
S2 All blog entries in the time period are used to rank the
blog.
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4.1 Natural Language Processing

4.3 Credibility Assignment

From our experience, nouns generally cover the thematic
information and verbs the association within the topic. Therefore part of speech information is needed. To vectorise the
news articles and blog entries we perform a natural language
processing step with lemmatisation and part of speech tagging. For this, we use an information extraction module
developed at our institute. The module is based on the
Java package OpenNLP6 and performs tokenisation, sentence splitting and part-of-speech (POS) tagging. The sentence splitter is thereby based on a maximum entropy model
and the POS tagger utilises a dictionary of tags and a trained
model to add the POS tags to each token in the particular
sentence. The output of the tagger follows a style proposed
by the so-called ”Penn Treebank Project”7 . After the tokenisation and the POS tagging we apply stemming to reduce the various morphological variants of the words to their
common word stem. Our stemming application is based on
Snowball8 , a language that defines stemmers and enables to
generate fast stemmer programs in Java.

The similarity values are used to assign one out of three
credibility levels to each blog. In the first step we take only
the similarity values computed based on nouns into account.
All mean and variances are then compared with each other
and we use a threshold to sort out those blogs with the lowest
similarity values. The threshold is derived from the interval
defined in Equation 3.
–
»
1
t = 0, min(simj ) + ∗ (max(simi ) − min(simj )) (3)
2
All blogs below the threshold are assigned to the credibility level 3 (“little credible”). The same procedure is applied
to the similarity values computed based on verbs and adjectives. Experiments showed that the low credibility states
that these blogs are either dealing with a different topic
(from nouns) or are in a completely different association
with the topic (from verbs and adjectives).
From the remaining blogs we compare the similarity values
computed without restrictions on part of speech types. All
blogs within the interval given in Equation 4, are assigned
to the credibility level 1 (“highly credible”), if their variance
is less than 0.05.

4.2 Centroid Cosine Similarity
The result of the NLP Module is a list of stemmed terms
per document with the absolute term frequency (ATF) of
each term. In the vector-space model the documents are
regarded as vectors in the document term-space. The document term vectors are then TF-IDF weighted and normalised to unit length. We calculate the centroid vector
of all news articles and the centroid vector per blog. The
computation of the centroid vector is shown in Equation 1
whereas S denotes the number of documents and d represents the document term vector[7].
C=

1 X
d
|S|

»
–
1
t = min(simj ) + ∗ (max(simi ) − min(simj )) , 1 (4)
2
All blogs which neither fall into level 1 nor 3 are finally
assigned with level 2 (“average credible” or “unspecified”).

4.4 Evaluation
To evaluate our system we perform a selection of queries
on a sufficient big amount of blogs and compute the credibility ranking according to the earlier described process and
different scenarios defined in S1 and S2.
The evaluation revealed that we cannot retrieve a credibility ranking from the similarity values between the news
corpus and only the relevant blog entries (Scenario S1). For
example, if one blog entry perfectly matches the news result
set, one cannot state anything about the full blog. Therefore
we use only Scenario S2, all blog entries per time period, for
our credibility assignment strategy.
Figure 9 shows the cosine similarity mean and variance
for relevant blog entries.

(1)

d∈S

The centroids are then again normalised and at last we
compute the cosine similarity inbetween the blog centroids
and the news centroid. The cosine similarity is a common
content based similarity measure [18]. The mathematical
definition of the cosine similarity is given in Equation 2
whereas d denotes the vector space representation of the
documents [7].
di .dj
(2)
kdi k2 kdj k2
For each query we compute one similarity value between
the news corpus and each blog. Then we calculate the mean
and variance of these similarity values over a predefined set
of queries. These queries all belong to the same topic for
which the credibility ranking should be calculated. For example to calculate the credibility for the topic politics, the
queries contain only politician names, political regions, and
political concepts. For the similarity calculation we take
different part of speech elements into account:
similarity = cos(di , dj ) =
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Figure 9: Cosine similarity mean and variance for
relevant blog entries.
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Figure 10 shows the similarity values for nouns only. The
blogs below the threshold, depicted as highlighted area in the
figure, can clearly be identified (“Ponyhof”, “Wiegold”, “Postillion”, “Chorherr”, “Finanzblog”, “Seitenblicke”, “Kritikus”
and “Piratenblog”). It is noticeably that all blogs, except
“Ponyhof”, fall clearly below the threshold. The small variance shows that the blogs consistently deal with the topic
in a different way.
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(a) Centroid cosine similarity.
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Figure 10: Centroid cosine similarity mean and variance for nouns.
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(b) Similarity threshold.

Figure 11 depicts the similarity values for verbs and adjectives only. As a comparison in the Figure11(a) all blogs are
shown (without noun filter). The calculation of the threshold based on this blog set would lead to nearly no additional
assignments. This is due to the correlation between nouns,
verbs and adjectives in natural language texts. Naturally,
documents off topic have a small similarity for both term
types. Therefore, in this step we take only unlabelled blogs
into account. Figure11(b) shows the similarity values only
for the remaining six blogs (with noun filter). On this set we
again apply the threshold and are able to assign the “little
credible” level to the “Miriam Meckel” blog.
Figure 12 shows the similarity values for setting S2. This
uses all blog entries in the period without part of speech
restrictions. In Figure12(a) the mean and variance of centroid cosine similarity values for all blogs are shown. It can
clearly be seen that without our preselection based on nouns
and verbs no assignment of a specific credibility level to each
blog is possible. However, with preselection, the remaining
blogs are divided into “highly credible”, “medium credible” or
“unspecified” using the threshold given in Equation4. The
blogs above the threshold (see Figure12(b)) and with low
variance are classified as highly credible (“Polilog”, “Roter
Salon”, “Normalverkehr”, and “Suboptimales”). According
to our process the remaining blogs fall into the middle. Consequently we assign them either being unspecified or average
credible.
To verify the results domain experts also used our credibility levels to rank the blogs. All nine blogs assigned with
“little credible” by our approach were also labelled as “little
credible” by the experts. Unfortunately, two “little credible”
blogs were not correctly assigned by our system (“Polilog”
and “Roter Salon”). We closer investigated the two false
ranked blogs and figured out that their structure as well
as the wording is quite similar to the news articles. Thats
why they were falsely assigned even though their content
is not credible at all. To assign a correct credibility value

Figure 11: Cosine similarity mean and variance for
verbs and adjectives.
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Figure 12: Cosine similarity mean and variance for
all term types.

to these remaining blogs it is necessary to apply more complex, semantic content analysis methods. Currently we work
on a strategy to exploit verb-noun tuples to derive a five
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level ranking and to improve the accuracy. Another strategy
would be to use subject-predicate-object triples to consider
even semantic relations. We assume that such an integrated
approach would make a preselection based on nouns and
verbs redundant.
To sum up, our system assigned 12 out of 14 blogs correctly to the appropriate credibility level. The precision for
level 1 is therefore 0.5, for level 2 it is 1.0 and for level 3
it is also 1.0, leading to an average precision of 0.83. This
relatively high precision is yet not very significant due to the
small number of considered blogs.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our blog credibility ranking system enables
to automatically rank blogs by three levels of credibility.
We estimate the blog credibility by exploiting the quantity
structure and the content similarity in reference to a German news corpus. Adding the credibility information to
our existing blog analysis system will support analysts and
users to focus on blogs of a specific credibility level. The
evaluation results indicate a high quality assignment to the
three credibility levels with an average precision of 0.83 on
14 blogs, yet more exhaustive evaluations are needed to allow statements about the generalisation capabilities of our
approach.
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